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THERMODUL components

THERMODUL components
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Immagine art. description

SL

Furnishing element in aluminium with front 
radiator and upper nib of the cover available in 
standard white Ral 9010, natural oxidized 
and dark bronze paint, 2 Support rod in 
aluminium complete with screw andrawl plug 
for attachment and profile in plastic 
(in bars of 2,5 mt.)

KA
Heating core with supply and return copper 
piping. External diameter 14,8 mm thickness 
0,6 mm, andin fins aluminium 
(in bars of 2,5 mt.)

OA External corner in pvc

OI Internal corner in pvc

OS End cap in pvc

OB 180° return elbow in copper diam. 14 thickness 
1 mm

OBS
180° return elbow in copper with venting valve
diam. 14 thickness 1 mm (for vertical double 
solution 

OC 90° elbow pair in copper diam. 14 thickness 1 
mm

Bracket to fix on the floor the double face 
system 

Nut 4x14 mm and bolt 7 mm to coupling 
brackets art. OT 

Screw 3.5 x35 mm and 5 mm dowel to fix the 
bracket to the ground 
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-CONSAW (for cutting alluminium profiles)
-SAW (to cut heating core)
-FLAT AND PHILIPS SCREW DRIVERS
-STEEL BRUSHES AND SANDPAPERS (cleaning pipes)
-PLIERS
-CHALK LINE
-SCREW DRIVERS
-PIPE WRENCH
-DRILL
-MEASURING TAPE

TOOLS REQUIRED

Preparation before installing

PREPARATION
Installation must be performed by qualified personnel and has to be conform 
with the the country’s rules and regulations.
The skirting-board heating Thermodul must be installed to end inside works
Protect floors to avoid before beginning installation.
Packaging (polystyrene, nylon, ...) should not be left within the reach of 
children.
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Installation of Thermodul system happens in 4 stages

Installation stages

PAG 4

F1- FIX BRACKETS - pag 5-6

F2- PLACEMENT OF PROFILES AND COMPONENTS  

 IN PVC (OS, OI, OA) - pag 7-8

F3- INSTALLING THE HEATING CORE - pag 9-11

F4- INSTALLING THE SKIRTING UNIT - pag 12-13
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With the little bolt and the supplied nut, put together the brackets anchoring them  
through the bottom hole.

After join the Brackets, position them at 4.5 cm from the edge wall bracket, as shown 
on the above picture. 
Place the first bracket at least 4.5 cm from the heating system, or by the door jamb 
Mark the bracket’s position on the floor 
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Fix brackets F1

4,5 cm

FLOOR

W
A
LL
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On the made holes insert the dowels on the floor, proceed in mounting brackets-
locking double face solution. 
Carry on with the same operation at intervals of 50-60 cm.
On the walls above 2.5 m provide a bracket at 2.5 m from the first, in order to be 
able to block the higher profile. 

Put the brackets on the double face position in order to block the joined  brackets. 
Mark the appropriate holes on the floor and drill. Repeat the same operation at the 
end of the wall.
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Fix brackets F1
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Place profiles and components in PVC F2

Cut to size the profile, then insert the higher profile between the brackets. 
To avoid excessive waste we recommend to place first all the complete bars then cut 
the rest to finish the job. 

To realize the corners proceed as indicated in the picture. 
To achieve an aesthetic job is important to be precise with the cuts.
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Place profiles and components in PVC F2

Make a hole on the plate that join the PVC terminals.
Put the plate on the higher profile matching the hole and mark the aluminium 
bracket. 
Make a hole on the bracket and carry on joining the terminals using the supplied bolt.

Insert the small bolt even on the higher hole and advance to complete the coupling 
brackets locking the higher profile.
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Important!

Insert the PVC profiles (art. PL) between the bracket (art. OC) and heating  
core (art. KA) fixing them directly on the heating core.
These are needed to avoid contact between the bracket and the heating core 
during thermal expansion.

Art PL

Place the heating core passing them between the heating system’s brackets 
and the inside wall. Make sure that the PVC profiles do not move. 
Place the heating core also on the inside part of the system.
Joint the two heating cores. 
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Placing the heating core F3
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Once you have placed all the heating cores put the internal corners. 
Put the external corners after you placed at least one site of the mask, in order to 
ensure its stability.

To guarantee the right thermal expansion of the system, use the provide curves, Art. 
OC, by the corners. 
To make easier the welding job, join first the heating battery facing the wall 
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Internal angle View External angle View

Placing the heating core F3
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Once you have placed all the heating cores put the internal corners. 
Put the external corners after you placed at least one site of the mask, in order to 
ensure its stability.
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If pipes are coming from the floor, connect the batteries as shown on the picture, 
using connections TEE by 14 mm. 
Install on the system’s point of return an air-relief valve, in order to guarantee an 
easier venting of the system. 

Internal angle View External angle View

Solution with pipes floor

Joint TEE by 
14 mm 

Tubing floor by 
16 mm 

Placing the heating core F3
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IOn the joint point of the profiles, drill with 4mm point both masks along the horizontal 
sign place at the bottom of the profile.
Insert in the holes the two supplied screws and screw them to prevent that the 
profiles, cause of expansion, came out of their place 

To place the masks proceed with the cutting respecting the above mention 
instructions. 
To fix the profile, place it on top of the bracket and with a slight pressure at the 
bottom make them click. 
If a profile is not aligned correctly bend gently the teeth bracket with a pliers 
upward or downward enough to assure a perfect fit. 
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Installing the skirting unit F4

Internal angle View

Laying the internal corner 
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Note:____________________________________

_________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
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On the external corner place the profile.
Lean the art. OA that after will be locked fixing the other side profile.

Laying the external corner

Installing the skirting unit F4

External angle View
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